Optical imaging of rheumatoid arthritis

Optical Imaging (OI) for rheumatoid arthritis is a novel imaging modality. With the high number of people affected by this disease, especially in western countries, the availability of OI as an early diagnostic imaging method is clinically highly relevant. In this article we describe the current techniques of OI and discuss potential future applications of this promising technology. Overall, we demonstrate that OI is a fast, inexpensive, noninvasive, nonionizing and accurate imaging modality. Furthermore, OI is a clinically applicable tool allowing for the early detection of inflammation and potentially facilitating the monitoring of therapy.
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Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a chronic inflammatory joint disease with a prevalence of approximately 0.5–1% in North American and European populations [1]. Although potent new medications have been introduced in the past years, RA remains a common cause of chronic morbidity and disability. For the diagnosis of RA, clinical criteria are primarily used, with diagnostic imaging playing a secondary role. However, during the course of the disease, most patients will undergo longitudinal imaging studies in order to assess treatment response and document disease progression.

Commonly used methods for imaging RA are conventional radiography (CR), ultrasound and MRI [2]. CR is readily available, quick and inexpensive and can demonstrate pathology that is more commonly seen towards the end of the disease process, such as bony erosions, joint space narrowing or subluxation, but cannot depict changes found early in the course of the disease [3]. Ultrasound is also readily available and can easily detect joint effusion and synovial thickening common to the disease. It is also better suited to depicting bony erosions than CR and the addition of the Doppler modality can aid the detection of synovitis [4], thus making this modality a fast and convenient, office-based method for treatment monitoring [5]. However, ultrasound has the marked disadvantage of interoperator variability and, as RA typically affects multiple joints on multiple extremities, examination times could be prolonged if every affected joint is to be imaged. MRI provides high sensitivity and soft tissue resolution; however, it is costly, requires long examination times and is not available everywhere [6]. Novel imaging methods that can provide early detection of RA and early evaluation of therapeutic response to disease-modifying agents without the disadvantages of current methods are preferable.

Optical imaging (OI) is a term used for imaging modalities that use light as their primary imaging method and encompasses techniques such as bioluminescence and fluorescence imaging (Table 1). These techniques are commonplace in microscopy but have only recently been discovered for use in macroscopic settings. It is the purpose of this article to describe the current techniques of OI and to shed light on potential future applications of this promising technology.

Technical background
Optical imaging uses visible and nearly visible light to construct images of arthritic joints. Thus, it is less invasive than CR, which uses external ionizing radiation, or nuclear medicine studies, which use radiotracers. In addition, it is less time consuming and less expensive than MRI, which uses radiofrequencies of excited molecules in a magnetic field to generate images. There are two ways light can get from the object of interest to the viewer – very much analogous to CR and nuclear medicine tracers. The light can be applied from the outside and reemitted towards the viewer at a different wavelength (fluorescence imaging) or light can simply be directly emitted from the object (bioluminescence imaging). Light is typically passed through a filter of a specific wavelength in a dark environment to decrease background signal from...
ambient light and is detected by a charge-coupled device (CCD) that converts incoming light into an electrical signal. The CCD is cooled to decrease noise arising from thermal energy being converted to signal. Images are obtained in grayscale as a CCD solely detects light intensity, but are often converted to false color images for easy interpretation (e.g., blue for areas with low intensity, green for areas with middle-grade intensity and red for areas with high intensity).

When dealing with fluorescence imaging, light can be provided with a source that produces light of every wavelength, which is then filtered to a specific excitation wavelength or with a laser specifically chosen to produce light of a single wavelength. The chosen wavelengths depend on the excitation and emission wavelength of contrast agents or fluorophores for OI, the light depth penetration and the autofluorescence of the tissue. Light of a lower wavelength (ultraviolet–blue: 300–450 nm) will travel hundreds of micrometers while light of a higher wavelength (near-infrared [NIR]: 600–750 nm) will travel several millimeters in tissue. Some proteins, notably NADH and hemoglobin, display inherent autofluorescence properties at 300–500 nm and can interfere with fluorophores at that wavelength. Thus, tissue conditions and fluorophores that allow for OI at NIR wavelength are considered most favorable.

In addition to choosing fluorophores wisely, there are technical methods of reducing the amount of autofluorescence from tissue. Instead of measuring the intensity of fluorescence at a specific wavelength, it is possible to measure the lifetime of a fluorophore in tissue. This fluorescence lifetime imaging is based on the property that fluorophores lose excitation in an exponential manner depending on the tissue characteristics, among other things. In microscopy, this method can be used to differentiate between two dyes that excite at similar wavelength, as different dyes have distinct fluorescence lifetimes, as well as to decrease the amount of background signal. In the macroscopic setting, fluorescence lifetime imaging can provide additional functional information as fluorescence lifetime is dependent on factors such as tissue oxygen concentration and pH [7,8]. Background signal and autofluorescence can also be decreased by using spectral imaging. In this technique, a stack of information is obtained in steps of nanometers of light (i.e., from 600 to 750 nm in 10-nm steps) and then unmixed via algorithms to eliminate unwanted signal [9,10]. Such techniques are available in the microscopic setting and are slowly making their mark in the macroscopic imaging realm.

Traditionally, images produced via OI will be a 2D representation of the light reflected back from the object of interest, similar to an x-ray or a bone scan. However, there have been new developments to create 3D representations in OI to add spatial information into OI imaging datasets. In computed tomography, radiation passes straight from the emitter to the detector and is attenuated on its way based on tissue properties. Optical tomography is different in that only a small percentage of light passes straight through the tissue. Most of the light will be highly scattered by tissue and thus take irregular paths. This requires complex modeling of light

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Overview of optical imaging modalities.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Modality</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bioluminescence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluorescence imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photoacoustic imaging</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SLOT: Sagittal laser optical tomography.
pathways in order to generate cross-sectional images; however, commercially available optical tomography imaging setups for preclinical, small animal use are available (Perkin Elmer). An example of this can be seen in Figure 1, where 3D fluorescent molecular tomography was used to depict collagen antibody-induced arthritis in a mouse [11].

In addition, multimodal imaging devices have been developed that can fuse CR and OI or computed tomography and OI data (Kodak Carestream, Caliper LifeSciences). These devices can conceivably potentiate each modality’s advantages while negating their drawbacks at the same time. However, addition of an ionizing imaging modality would also entail further invasiveness, which is undesirable. Overall, as OI for RA usually involves imaging the fairly small joints of the hands where light can penetrate, these additional multimodal techniques may be less crucial for this compared with other OI applications where imaging of deep structures, such as breast or brain imaging, is desired [12,13].

The interested reader is referenced to other reviews detailing a more technical insight into the various OI techniques [14,15].

**Bioluminescence**

Bioluminescence imaging involves transducing target cells to express luciferase, a class of enzymes that can efficiently catalyze a reaction that transfers chemical energy into light. The DNA encoding the luciferase enzyme is introduced into target cells via a viral vector. In order to cause luminescence, the enzyme needs its substrate, luciferin, which has to be injected intravenously prior to imaging.

The result is an exquisite sensitivity as essentially all light detected will arise from the transduced cells expressing the luciferase enzyme. Luciferase requires an intact and viable cell to produce light and, therefore, is especially interesting for cell tracking studies. For example, intravenously injected T cells, which were genetically modified to recognize type II collagen and produce bioluminescence in a collagen-induced mouse model of arthritis, were shown to accumulate in arthritic lesions [16]. Luciferase can also be integrated into a cell so that it is conditionally activated, allowing for information regarding cellular function. Luciferase put under control of NF-κB, a factor associated with inflammation, produced light in various diseased organs in a mouse model of systemic autoimmune disease, even before onset of clinical symptoms [17]. Light intensity correlated with disease progression in these animals.

The main disadvantage of bioluminescence is that it requires integration of a foreign genetic material (luciferase) into a cell and injection of the foreign luminescent substrate (luciferin); as such, its use is limited to animal models only. However, So et al. recently conjugated a luciferase enzyme to a fluorophore backbone (a quantum dot) and by doing so produced a

![Figure 1. White light images of the bilateral ankles of mice without (A) and with (B) collagen antibody-induced arthritis with superimposed 3D near-infrared fluorescence tomography signal after injection with a near-infrared dye. Representative axial slices through an affected hind paw are shown. Signal is greatest around the ankle (first and second slices from the top) and decreases at the mid foot and toes. Adapted from [11] with permission from Arthritis Research & Therapy.](image-url)
self-luminescent agent [18]. Upon intravenous injection of the enzymatic substrate, the conjugated luciferase catalyzes the light-emitting reaction. The light produced then excites the fluorophore, which in turn emits light of a wavelength better suited to pass through tissue. While this method removes the need of genomic integration of luciferase and does not require light exposure from the outside, problems involving the injection of foreign proteins remain. Nevertheless, this method is intriguing as it represents a paradigm change for bioluminescent imaging.

### Optical imaging using intrinsic tissue properties

Pathological differences between inflamed and normal tissue can be used to obtain images via OI. An inflamed joint will typically be hyperemic, show edema and/or effusion and will generally contain more proteins than a healthy joint. These factors will influence light traveling through tissue and it has been demonstrated that OI alone, without any additional contrast agent or fluorophore, can distinguish between healthy and inflamed joints [19–21] in both a traditional 2D OI setting and a 3D tomographic imaging system named sagittal laser optical tomography (SLOT). By transilluminating distal finger joints with a NIR laser, Scheel et al. demonstrated that inflamed joints could be differentiated from healthy joints via increased light scattering and absorption owing to inflammation. While earlier studies were only successful in detecting differences when a reference image of a normal joint was obtained, thus making the modality potentially suitable for therapy response monitoring but not for diagnostics, newer studies were able to detect differences without a reference image. Sensitivity and specificity obtained were both 0.705, respectively, for detecting synovitis in patients with RA when ultrasonography was used as the gold standard [20]. While these numbers are currently insufficient for clinical use, it must be considered that this is a novel technology, and improvement in detection efficiency is likely to occur with larger studies, better reconstruction algorithms and clinical experience. However, images obtained from SLOT lack anatomical detail, have fairly lengthy reconstruction times and require considerable training to interpret. Nevertheless, the ability to differentiate normal from arthritic joints without using additional contrast agent is intriguing.

### Optical imaging with contrast agents & optical probes

Most developments regarding OI have used fluorescent dyes and probes to aid in the detection of RA. Generally one differentiates between unspecific dyes, targeted probes and intelligent/activatable probes. Addition of an exogenous probe increases the invasiveness of the imaging modality. However, as we are to see, the added benefit can provide additional and important information.

#### Unspecific dyes for OI

There are many fluorescent dyes available and one can easily find a dye to suit a chosen wavelength. The interested reader is referred to the NIH Molecular Imaging and Contrast Agent Database for an extensive list of different dyes and how they have been previously described in the literature [101], and to other reviews on this topic [22]. Dyes that operate in the NIR range are promising owing to increased tissue penetration and lack of autofluorescence at these wavelengths.

Of these, indocyanine green (ICG) has been in routine clinical use for decades for fluorescence imaging of the retina and calculation of hepatic and cardiac functions. ICG is a carbocyanine dye that has been used as a contrast agent for detection of arthritic joints in animal models and also in humans [23–25]. The dye is only fluorescent in its free and unbound state; however, approximately 98% binds plasma proteins within seconds of being injected. It is also rapidly cleared by the liver and has poor fluorescence efficiency. However, although it is not optimal, it is one of the few dyes that is US FDA approved. The effects of increased vascular leakiness [26] and hyperemia of blood vessels around inflamed joints is sufficient to provide notable contrast effect from ICG compared with healthy joints (Figure 2).

Other, non-FDA-approved dyes have also been used for detection of arthritis. SIDAG is a carbocyanine dye similar to ICG but with highly hydrophilic properties. Only approximately 10% of the dye binds to plasma proteins while the remaining 90% is potentially able to extravasate into tissue. The dye is eliminated via the kidneys and was shown to provide a significant enhancement of arthritic joints in an animal model up to 24 h postinjection [21]. Cy 5.5, another cyanine dye commonly used as an antibody conjugate, was used in a nonconjugated, pure form to detect inflamed joints in an animal model of arthritis [27]. While these
dyes are possibly more suitable from a kinetics standpoint, their major disadvantage is their lack of FDA approval.

- **Targeted probes for OI**

While unspecific probes rely on intrinsic anatomical, physiological or metabolic heterogeneity of tissues to provide image enhancement to pathology, targeted probes are specially engineered to accumulate at a specific receptor or signaling pathways. The most straightforward technique involves conjugating a fluorophore to an antibody of interest and allowing the antibody to bind to ligands on the cell surface. Antibodies against F4/80, a marker for macrophages, were conjugated to Cy 5.5, a dye operating in the NIR range. Intravenous injection of these conjugates resulted in enhancement of inflammatory arthritis in mice [28]. Imaging arthritis using a NIR probe targeted to folate receptor, an antigen found on activated synovial macrophages, was also possible in an animal model of inflammatory arthritis [29]. Dendrimers – repeatedly branched, spherical large molecules – conjugated with a NIR dye targeted to VEGF were shown to bind to upregulated VEGF receptors in a mouse model of breast carcinoma [30]. While in this example an application in cancer imaging was used, VEGF is known to have a pivotal role in RA and thus this agent could also be useful in RA.

Essentially any target can be conjugated to a fluorescence dye and used for targeted imaging. In the preclinical, animal imaging setting, targeted imaging is highly valuable as many different nuances of a pathology can be imaged.

- **Intelligent probes for OI**

An intelligent probe for OI will be nonfluorescent in its base state but can become modified by cellular enzymes to then become fluorescent [31]. Commonly a fluorophore is linked to a quencher via a peptide sequence. While in place, the quencher absorbs photons from the fluorophore and does not allow light to escape. Once the

---

**Figure 2. Optical images of a healthy (A) and an acutely arthritic (B) hand.** Patients received 0.5 mmol/kg of indocyanine green intravenously immediately prior to imaging in a Xiralite® Optical Imager (mivenion GmbH, Berlin, Germany). For image demonstration the authors used maximum-intensity projections of the stack of the uncorrected 360 optical raw images using the software ImageJ A Version 1.43h (NIH, Washington, DC, USA). The presented maximum-intensity projections are significantly altered from the original images created by the Xiralite software (XiraView Software, version 3.5c, mivenion GmbH). The arthritic hand displays increased signal from the proximal interphalangeal joints from digit 2 to digit 5 and from the metacarpophalangeal joints from digit 2 to digit 3. (B) The patient imaged had an acute synovitis of unclear origin. The increase in signal from the tip of the thumb seen in (A & B) is physiological [24]. a.u.: Arbitrary units.
quencher is removed by enzymes able to cleave the peptide sequence, the excited fluorophore is free to emit light and becomes detectable. Compared with unspecific dyes, which provide information regarding unspecific phenomena, and targeted dyes, which provide information regarding the concentration of molecular markers, such intelligent probes could provide functional information on actual molecular pathway activity.

Cathepsins are a group of proteases produced by synovial fibroblasts and macrophages that contribute to the destruction of articular structure. A NIR dye activatable by cathepsin B was shown to enhance mouse paws that had collagen-induced arthritis [32]. The signal was markedly less in animals that received methotrexate, a treatment commonly used in RA. A similar probe has been shown to be activated by matrix metalloproteinase 13, an enzyme that plays a role in osteoarthritis [33]. This group of dyes is truly intriguing; however, clinical use will be hampered by the same issues as with targeted agents – the necessity for complex and expensive clinical trials and the requirement of significant improvement of diagnostic or therapy monitoring ability over standard means. However, therapeutics continued to move towards biologic agents that ‘surgically’ inhibit specific pathways. It is conceivable that if a suitable molecular target is found, concurrent development of imaging and therapeutic agents could occur. In this setting, a diagnostic agent would be able to specifically assign patients to a therapeutic agent.

Photoacoustic imaging

Photoacoustic imaging (PAI) is a novel technique in OI. This modality is based on the fact that a short laser pulse will heat tissue slightly. This minute increase of temperature causes thermoelastic expansion and emission of sound waves in the ultrasonic range. Images produced from PAI are similar in appearance to ultrasonographic images, but derive image contrast not only from tissue acoustic properties, but also tissue optical properties. In the preclinical setting, PAI has been shown to detect differences between inflamed and normal joints in acute and chronic arthritis models in rats. PAI significantly demonstrated differences in diameter of the periosteum and optical absorption in inflamed versus noninflamed joints in a rat model [34]. In human cadaver fingers, photoacoustic tomography was shown to produce images quite comparable in quality to conventional ultrasound (Figure 3) [35]. Given the similarity in appearance to well-known ultrasonography, PAI may be more willingly adopted by practitioners. This may open new doors as an entirely new property (optical tissue properties vs acoustic tissue properties) and can be used as the technical basis for imaging. In addition, the level of anatomic detail provided by PAI is currently unmatched by other OI modalities.

**Conclusion & future perspective**

Optical imaging for RA is a promising imaging modality. Given the typically fairly straightforward presentation of most cases of RA, the significance of imaging is not in the diagnostic but in the disease progression and therapy monitoring settings. Here, therapy monitoring is likely to play the decisive role as new biological therapies for RA will probably be highly effective but also very expensive, thus putting pressure on practitioners for early and objective evidence of a response. OI is unlikely to displace any of the conventional imaging methods in the short-term future. Conventional CR will still play a role owing to its ubiquitous nature and the long clinical experience with this modality, and although it has many disadvantages, CR is still the imaging modality used in clinical trials for determination of therapeutic efficacy. It is likely OI will become an additional imaging modality, the use of which will depend on the treating physician’s preference and the indications for imaging. Information involving anatomic details such as bony erosions or tendon status will likely remain the forte of MRI or ultrasound. However, determination of the degree and extent of joint inflammation (mono- vs polyarthritis) is an indication almost predestined for OI.

Depending on the modality, OI has advantages compared with current imaging techniques. In SLOT, it is conceivable that an office-based device can be manufactured that will provide a numeric score based on the level of inflammation at a joint. Thus, this could be advantageous when compared with the operator variability of the currently used office-based technique of ultrasonography. In photoacoustic imaging where both acoustic and optical properties of tissue weigh in on forming an image, clinical experience will tell whether this novel method confers additional benefits. In ICG-enhanced imaging of the hand, information regarding the entire hand can be obtained in a matter of seconds, whereas
Obtaining the same level of information with MRI or multijoint ultrasonography would take close to an hour. Custom and intelligent probes can provide information regarding molecular pathways that no conventional imaging technique can, and can do this without the need for ionizing radiation.

The success or failure of OI in RA imaging will be highly dependent on the development of suitable imaging equipment. In the preclinical, animal imaging setting there has been an immense evolution of OI devices in the past decade. Where previously one would have to purchase individual components and construct a custom imaging machine, companies now offer commercially available and reasonably easy to use imagers and thus provide known costs that are amenable to planning.

With the advent of commercially available optical imaging devices for hand and wrist imaging (Xiralite®, Mivenion, Berlin, Germany) it appears that a similar accelerated development of equipment can follow in the clinical, human imaging world. While custom devices are typically run on custom software that is not designed with end-user ease of use in mind, these new devices are fairly easy to operate and similar in difficulty to using machines for blood gas analysis that are commonly found in emergency rooms or intensive care units. Our own experience with OI in RA would place the cost of acquisition and operation as quite similar to that of ultrasonography devices. Of note, OI will not require the technical expertise (and

Figure 3. Cross-sectional photoacoustic images of human proximal interphalangeal (A) and distal interphalangeal (B) joints from a fresh cadaver with corresponding histological photographs (C & D, respectively). Note the anatomical detail, which rivals ultrasonographic imaging. However, the contrast seen in the images is dependent on optical and sonographic properties of tissue rather than just sonographic properties in ultrasonography.

AP: Aponeurosis; a.u.: Arbitrary unit; PH: Phalanx; SK: Skin; SU: Subcutaneous tissue; TE: Tendon; VP: Volar plate.

Adapted from [35] with permission from Optics Letters.
Optical imaging of rheumatoid arthritis (OI) is likely to develop into a valuable tool for the evaluation of therapy response and for determination of the degree of joint involvement when physical examination is inconclusive.
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Executive summary
- Optical imaging (OI) for rheumatoid arthritis imaging is promising owing to its noninvasive, nonionizing, quick and simple nature.
- OI is likely to develop into a valuable tool for the evaluation of therapy response and for determination of the degree of joint inflammation.
- OI is unlikely to replace, but rather complement, current imaging modalities used in rheumatoid arthritis; imaging anatomic details such as bony erosions or tendon status will still require conventional radiography, ultrasound or MRI.
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